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Sandy Hook Killer Adam Lanza: Pedophilia,
Man-Boy Love: Public Libraries Home for
Masturbation
by Maggie • February 2, 2014 • 4 Comments

Adam Lanza showed up at Newtown, Connecticut’s Sandy Hook elementary school and within
minutes killed 20 children, six adult staffers and himself. He murdered his mother on his way to
the school. Through photos of this strange person, you can see disturbing forces at work with one
look at his eyes. New reports released show pedophilia-related materials and themes that make
one think of The North American Man-Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) and The Boy Lovers
Network. Related, in my opinion, are our nation’s public libraries, taxpayer funded, being a
warm and fuzzy home for masturbation, sometimes leaving their “ejaculate” behind.

Adam Lanza, Western Connecticut State University Photo ID
Lanza attended Western Connecticut State University – see his scary student I.D. photo above.
He refused to identify his gender. In this article, 5 Fast Facts You Need to Know, Lanza

reportedly attended college at age 16 after his mother, Nancy Lanza, withdrew him from high
school. He was a computer whiz-kid and he “maintained a 3.26 GPA,” excelling in economics
and history classes as well as computers.

Adam Lanza
Well, this will probably be the last you ever hear about Adam Lanza from the mainstream media.
The state’s attorney report on the horrific murders at the Sandy Hook Elementary School by
shooter Adam Lanza found no “conclusive motive” for his actions but did document unsettling
facts about the 20-year-old killer, including computer files he kept on the rights of pedophiles, a
movie about man/boy love, instant messages concerning “homosexual fantasies,” numerous mass
murder documents, and a computer game entitled “School Shooting.”In “School Shooting,” an
amateur computer game, “the player controls a character who enters a school and shoots at
students,” reads an Investigation Report (DPS-302-E) that is among the 1,000-plus pages
comprising the state’s attorney report on the shootings. (Full report, text and
images here. Summary report here.)
Conservative Hideout reports ‘The Rights of Pedophiles’ on Lanza’s computer.

Adam Lanza
Beyond Adam Lanza’s demons, there’s this: the intrusion on families of deviants in locations
funded by taxpayers — places where our children hang-out:

In the 21st century, the rights of decent law-abiding citizens must always yield to the rights of
freaks and weirdos.
That’s the lesson in the Chicago suburb of Orland Park, Illinois, where the local public library
considers it their duty to provide perverts access to Internet pornography at taxpayer expense.
There have been reports of degenerates masturbating in the library and using the library’s
computers to access child pornography.
You might think that Orland Park is committed to the First Amendment, but when it comes to the
right of citizens to peaceably assemble and petition their government for a redress of grievances?
Eh, not so much. More disturbing links here.

Library Patron Laments Free Speech Freeze on People Afraid to Oppose Library Crime;
Masturbating Men Leave Ejaculate at the Los Angeles Public Library (click graphic for story)
Continuing the “masturbating” story and a plan of action from BigFurHat at I Own THE World:
PJ Media’s Megan Fox continues to battle a local library that seems to think that filtering porn
on their computers, and in the process blocking the fap material for public masturbators and the
mentally deranged that enjoy watching porn around children, is an assault on the 1st amendment.
You know what else is a 1st amendment right? Taking pictures of people who access porn in the
library and posting it on a website called PornSurfersAtThePublicLibrary.
Do leftists have a problem with that? Well, to wrap their heads around it they can think of it as
akin to publishing the names and addresses of people who legally own guns.
Megan Fox, PJ Media (first person account) – watch a video here:
The most recent board meeting at the Orland Park

Megan Fox, PJ Media
Public Library was an illustration of tyrannical government in action. Currently, Orland Park
Public Library allows unfiltered internet access which means access to violent porn, bestiality,
the exploitation of sex trafficked women, and child pornography. They have no plans to do
anything about it despite the Mayor of Orland Park joining the growing chorus for filters on all
computers….
I have spoken at five board meetings along with other members of the community. Each time the
topic was the same. “Put filters on the computers.” Each five minute speech was tailored to a
different angle pointing out different reasons why filters are necessary and constitutional. I
always followed their rules and policies to the letter. But at the last meeting, even though I have
followed all the rules they wrote, the board decided they had heard enough about the porn
problem at their library. They arbitrarily decided we are no longer able to speak about anything
relating to “computers” or “sexual misconduct” in their library. Keep in mind, these are the “free
speech” people.
What a joke these people are. They bluster that those of us who don’t want porn in public
libraries are trying to censor adults from hardcore porn or “information” in their words, but they
have no problem actually stopping citizens and taxpayers from speaking to them! … This is your
government in action.
Business Insider has more from Adam Lanza’s computer:
457.full — Profile of a pedophile
226972 (AVI) Voor Een Verloren Soldatt – movie depicting a man/boy relationship
colgam01 – Spreeadsheet ranking mass murders by name, number killed, number injured, types
of weapons used, and disposition
“me” – 8 page Word document detailing relationships, ideal companion, culture, voting,
personal beliefs, describes doctors touching children as rape “tomorrow” – Word document
detailing daily schedule, desires, list of the benefits of being thin and negative connotations
associated with being overweight, list of goals, and list of vocabulary words

“umm” – Word document detailing how marriage is abusive and negative to people in a
relationship
Another document titled “Lovebound” contains a screenplay about a relationship between a 10year-old boy and a 30-year-old man. A file called “babies” contains writings that describe being
attacked by babies and efforts to defend against them…
The computer also contained instant message transcripts from 2010 and 2011 that
show Lanza discussing homosexual fantasies. Another document titled “Selfish”
describes why females are selfish.

